13:17:07 From Lisa Beyeler-Yvarra to Everyone:

Thank you, Professor Katz, for sharing your important work! I have a question about access (as a student writing a dissertation critical of a powerful institution): how were you able to gain access to the camps and the archives/images/information central to your project? What obstacles did you face in your research and, later, the publication of your work? I'd love to hear any words of wisdom you might have regarding gaining access to sites/information that are actively shrouded.

13:29:18 From Lisa Beyeler-Yvarra to Everyone:

Thank you very much!

13:32:41 From Leslie McShane Lodwick to Everyone:

Thank you so much for this wonderful discussion, Professor Katz! This was all so rich and I'm very appreciative of the whole conversation.

13:33:58 From Ulli Unterweger to Everyone:

Thank you, Professor Katz and Mania, for the thought-provoking conversation and questions! It was both humbling and motivating to listen to you both today!